CHAPTER 6 / THE GENOME
A S THE UNIT OF SELECTION

One of the best ways to. test the adequacy'of
a theory is to
ask how the theory could be used to explain some simple observations whose causes are known in advance. Could we have inferred
those causes from the observations or would we have been led to
some erroneous result orto a contradictionthatcouldnotbe
resolved within the framework of the theory. The appearance of
such contradictions demands the formulation of new theories for
their resolution and is a precondition for an advance in our understanding of the real world.
Suppose wewish to study the dynamics of an inversion polyrnorphism in an insect. In nature the frequency of the inversion I N is,
for example, 0.65, while the standard arrangement S T is 0.35. We
will use the standard perturbation technique for a laboratory study
of selection. A large number of fertilized females are sampled from
nature to establish a large number of laboratory strains. By choosingamong these strains we can create laboratory populations in
which the inversion .is at any arbitrary initial frequency. We start
one setof replicated populations at a ratio of 0.05 IN : 0.95 ST, and
another set at the opposite extreme, 0.95 IN : 0.05 ST. A pair of
populations, one from each set, is founded every ten generationsso
that if there are secular changes in laboratory conditions they will
average out over replications.
The results of this gedanken-experiment are shown in figure 23.
Populations started with a low frequency of the inversion progress
regularly to an intermediate equilibrium not far from that observed

FIGURE 23

The frequency of an inversion IN, in hypothetical laboratory populations. The heavy lines represent the average behavior of replicates
while the x's represent individual data points.

in nature, following the S-shaped trajectory that
we expect from
simple selection theory for a genethat is initially in low frequency.
The populations starting at a high frequency of the inversion begin
to move downward toward the same equilibrium but then, mysteriously, start back upagain and appear, at theend of the experiment,
to be on their way to fixation of the inversion. How can we explain
this extraordinary result? Clearly we are not dealing with a .change
in selection coefficients resulting from a change in external conditions, sincethe experiment wasperformed in pairs, andall replicates
behaved alike despite their notbeing simultaneous in absolute time.
The obvious explanation seemsto be frequency-dependent selection. Even with fairly simple forms of frequency dependence it is
possible to havemany stable and unstable points
of gene frequency.
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For example, there might be a stable point at p = 0.55 and an unstable point at p = 0.65, so that populations beginning at lower inversion frequencies would evolve to an equilibrium at p = 0.55,
whereas those at initial frequencies above the unstable point would
go to fixation at p = 1.0, The behavior of the upper curvein figure
23 cannot be explained, however, by frequency-dependent selection, no matter how complicated, because these populations have
passed through the same setof gene frequencies,going in opposite
directions. The frequency of the inversion has both decreased and
increased at every value of p , depending upon the stage of population evolution. If theinversion is known tobeat a frequency
p = 0.85, forinstance,
it is impossible to know whether the
frequency will behigher or lower in the next generation unless
we already know whether the frequency was increasing or decreasing in
the previous generation.
In the terms of chapter 1, the gene’frequency alone is not a suf
Jicient dimension, because we cannot describe the evolution of the
systemunambiguouslyin
terms of that dimension anda set of
parameters whose values are determined externally to the system.
We are in the same situation as the pilot of a space capsule who
knowsonly his position and velocity. He cannot plot his course
unless he also knows whether he is speeding up or slowing down.
Some dimensions are missing from our description of the evolution
of the inversion system, withoutwhich our theory is dynamically insufficient. By isolating the frequency of the inversion as a variable,
we have destroyed thepossibility of predicting its historical progression.
As a matter of fact, the hypothetical changes in figure 23 are not
the product of idle fancy projected to show how complicated life
might be. They are the
changes thatwould occur in the frequencybf
the Bfundell (BL) inversion of the CD chromosome element in the
Australian grasshopper Moraba scurra, based on actual fitness estimates from nature (Lewontin and White, 1960). There is only a
single dimension missing from the dynamically sufficient description
of this polymorphism, and that is the frequency
of an inversion, Tidbinbilla (TD), on a different chromosomal element, EF, that is also
segregating in populations of Moraba scurra.
When both polymorphisms are taken into account, there are
nine
genotypes; Lewontin and White estimated the fitnesses of these
genotypes in nature by comparing the frequencies of adults in one

TABLE 53

Estimated fitnesses for the nine genotypes with respect to two polymorphic inversion systems, BlundellIStandardo n c h r o m o s o m eCD and Tidbinbilla/Standard on chromosome EF in Moraba scurra
Chromosome CD
Chromosome
BLIBLEFSTIBL STIST

0.791
1.ooo
0.670
1.006
0.657
0.657
Note: Data are from Lewontin and White (1960).
ST/ST
ST/TD
TD/TD

0.834
0.901
1.067

generation with the predicted Hardy-Weinberg projection from the
gene frequencyin the previousgeneration.* The results for the population of Royalla, near Canberra, in 1956 are given in table 53.
Without any calculationsat all it is clear from table 53 that there are
strong interactions between the twoinversion systems in determining fitness. For example,there is heterosisforthe C D polymorphism,provided the EF chromosome pair is either homozygous
STIST or heterozygous STITD, but the heterosis is changed into
dominance when the E F chromosome pair is TDITD. Moreover,
TDITD homozygotes are superior to either
TDIST heterozygotes or
STIST homozygotes when the CD chromosome pair is homozygous
BLIBL, but the reverse for other genotypes of the C D pair.
In general, the relative fitnesses of the three genotypes STIST,
STIBL, and BLIBL are functions of the frequencies of the other inversion polymorphism. Thereforetheevolutionarychangesthat
be predicted ,
takeplaceon
the C D chromosomepairscannot
without knowing the state of the EF polymorphism, and vice versa.
This phenomenon should not be confused with “frequency-dependent selection.” The fitnesses of the nine genotypes are assumed to
be fixed constants. The dependence of the evolutionary history of
one polymorphism on the history of the other polymorphism arises
entirely from the epistatic interaction of the two in their determination of fitness. For there tobe no dependenceof the polymorphisms
on each other, the fitnessesof the nine genotypeswould have to be

*The shortcomings of this method (see p. 241), although severe, are not relevant to
the point I am making here.
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exactlytheproducts
of separatefitnessesforthetwoseparate
polymorphisms Table 54 gives the general scheme of fitnesses for
two loci (or inversions). The average or marginal jtnesses, W A A ,
Tau,P B B , and so on, arethe fitnesses of thegenotypes
averaged over all combinations in which they appear, weighted by
the frequency of those combinations. Thus
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The relation between the frequencyp of A in two successivegenerations depends upon the marginal fitness of the genotypes at the
A-a locus at any instant.
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If no account is taken of the fact that these are marginal fitnesses,
because it is assumed that other loci do not affect them, equation
(25) appears tobe a relation involving only the allelic frequencies at
the A-a locus and a set of constants. But in general themarginal fit-
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Fitnesses of the nine genotypes for the general two-locus model
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Fitness relations when two loci are multiplicative in their action
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nesses are functionsof the frequenciesat theB-b locus, as shown in
equation (24), and if the B-6 locus is evolving, these marginal fitnesses change. In general, equation(25) is a function of the frequencies at both loci, and there will be an equivalent expression for
changes at the B-b locus, also a function of the frequencies at both
loci. If there are n loci segregating, there are n equations in n independent frequencies that need to be evaluated simultaneously.
In thespecial case thatthe fitnesses of combination genotypes are
the products of fitness constants applied to each locus separately,
the dependenceof the loci on each other disappears, Thisis easy to
see. Table 55 shows the fitnesses as products of six “basic” singlelocus values, W A A , WAa, Waa,
W B B , W B b , and W b b , It is easily verified
that in this case the relations ( 2 3 ) and (24) become
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On substituting thespecial values of equations (26) and (27) into the
equationforthegenefrequency
in twosuccessivegenerations,
equation (25), we obtain by cancellation of W
,
p ’ = P(P W A A + q w A A )

(28)

W.4

which is indeed independent of the B-b locus andis solely a function
of the fitnesses at the A-a locus, taken in abstraction. It is only
when the fitnesses at the two loci have a multiplicative relationship
that they can be treated independently.
The treatment of the Moraba scurra problem as a two-dimensional evolution, with both polymorphismstaken into accountsimultaneously, is shown infigure 24. Starting from different initial conditions, the trajectories are
calculated from the continuousanalogue of
equation (24) for both loci simultaneously (seeLewontinand
Kojima, 1960), and there is no ambiguity about the paths of evolution of the total system. The trajectories are shown superimposed
on contour lines of mean fitness, W. To a first approximation, gene
frequencies move along the surface of W toward higher values and
reach a stable equilibrium at maxima of the surface, P . An unstable
equilibrium on the surface is at the saddle point S , and the directions of evolution of the system dependupon the relation of the initial composition to the saddle point and the
maxima. There is a kind
of “continental divide” that runs through the saddle point from the
top right of the field to the center left. Initial compositions above
this line evolve to the upper stable point
at 0 percent Tidbinbilla and
55 percent Blundell, whereas initial conditions below this line
evolve to the fixation of both Blundell and Tidbinbilla.
Trajectories 1 and 4 correspondto thetwoexperimentaloutcomes shown in figure 23, when only the C D polymorphism is observed. In trajectory 1 the frequency of Blundell increases steadily
from 0.05 to 0.55, where it reaches a stable equilibrium. At the
same time Tidbinbilla has been lost from the EF chromosome pair.
In trajectory4, Tidbinbilla becomes fixed, having risen steadily from
an initial frequency of 0.10, but during this process the CD inversion, Blundell, has first fallen in frequency from 0.95 to 0.72 and
then risen again to eventual fixation.
A number of further mysterious complexities would appear if
each of the polymorphisms were followed in isolation. For example,
trajectory 5 would show a decrease to nearly 0.50 of Tidbinbilla

V

FIGURE 24

Projected changes in the frequencyof two polymorphic inversionsystems in Moraba scurra from different initial compositions, based on
fitness estimates from nature. The trajectories, shown by arrowmarked lines, are calculated by the solution of differential equations
of gene frequency change. Lines crossing the trajectories are contours of equal mean population fitness, @.

before it rose and eventually became fixed. Also, very small variations in the initial frequency of Tidbinbiliu in the upper right hand
corner of the field would result in quite different outcomes for the
Blundell polymorphism. When Tidbinbilla was 0.10 initially, Blundell would decrease and then increase again to fixation, but if Tidbinbilla were initially 0.05, then Blundell would evolve to the same
equilibrium, p = 0.55, as for trajectory 1 . If one were not aware of
the EF polymorphism, itwould appear that theevolution of the C D
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system was indeterminate,sometimes going to equilibrium and
sometimes to fixation, even though the initial frequency was identical (p = 0.95).
Indeterminate outcomes, including reversal in the direction of
frequency changes during the course of the evolution of laboratory
populations, were observed by Dobzhansky and Pavlovsky (1953,
1957) when they followed selective
changes
in the
thirdchromosome inversion polymorphism of Drosophila pseudoobscura
and by Spiess (1959) for inversions of D . persimilis. The indeterminacy was deliberately induced by Dobzhansky and Pavlovsky,as
reported in their later paper, by initiation of replicated populations
withonly
20 founders,thus promoting variation in the initial
frequencies of genes not included in the inversions.
The indeterminancy and theself-contradictory paths of inversionfrequency change in these populations are reflections of the dimensional insufficiency of a single-locus treatment. Even though we
maybe interested in following only one segregating entity, say a
third chromosome inversion in D. persimilis, an understanding of
evolution along that one dimension requires first a synthetic treatment of the genotype andthen an abstraction of the single system of
interest from the complex mass. We cannot reverse the process,in
general, building a theory of a complex system by the addition or
aggregation of simple ones.

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THEDIMENSIONALITY
EVOLUTIONARY PROCESSES

OF

The argumentof the preceding sectionshowsthat
a sufficient
dimensionality for describing changes in the frequency of alleles at
one locus must
involve at least the frequenciesof alleles at other loci
that interact with it indetermining fitness. This description in n
dimensionsis not really complete,however.
A total genetical
description of a population is an enumeration of all its diploid genotypes. If there are a alleles at eachof n segregating loci there will be
an different gametic combinations that can be produced, and when
these
gametes
come together at fertilization they can
form
an(an4- 1)/2 distinguishable zygotic combinations. The space of
complete description of a population would have an(an+ 1)/2 - 1
independent dimensions.
This number of dimensions is successively reduced in practice by

making aseries of assumptionsaboutthe
way in which allelic
frequencies, zygotic frequencies,and
gametic frequencies are
related. For example, if thegametescan
be assumed to come
together completelyat random at fertilization, the frequencies
of the
an(an+ 1)/2 distinguishable zygotic types willbecompletely
determined from the an - l independent gametic frequencies: an immense reduction in dimensionality, by a factor of (a" + 1)/2, will
have been achieved. The reduction is compounded of the assumptions that genotypes mateat random and that gameteswithin mating
pairs do not show preferential fertilization. On these assumptions
all loci are in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium at the moment of fertilization.
For loci that areinvolved in sexual attractiveness or timing of sexual maturity, or morphological factorsthatcauseassortment
of
mates (for example,size),assortative
mating by genotypemust
occur. Moreover, in species that are partially self-fertilizing there
will be an excessof homozygotes from partial inbreeding. For annual plants in which both flowering time and self-fertilization are important elements in determining the patternof fertilization, loci will
deviate far from Hardy-Weinberg proportions atfertilization.
The second major reduction in dimensionality can be made if one
assumes that the alleles at different loci are distributed at random
with respect to each other in gametes. Then the frequency of each
of the an - 1 independent gametic types is completely predictable
from the n(a - 1) independent allelic frequencies. This means that
the description of the entire population is simply the collection of
descriptions of the individual loci, without any concern for the joint
distribution of frequencies. The genotypic descriptions of allozyme
polymorphisms like those in tables 26 and 32 (pp. 13 1, 153) are
proper genetic descriptions of Drosophila and man only if the enumeration of the allelic frequencies at each locus separately gives
complete information about the frequencies of total genotypes. For
geneson the thirdchromosome of Drosophilapseudoobscura,
alleles at different loci are not associated at random (Prakash and
Lewontin, 1968, 1971), and a correct description of the genotypic
compositionof populations requires the specification ofgametic
frequencies.
Finally, the dimensionality for the evolutionary dynamics of a
single locus can be reduced to a - 1 if, as the preceding section
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showed, the relative fitnesses of the genotypes at the locus are independent of all other loci. Nearly all the theoretical formulations
of
population geneticsand nearly all its experiments and natural historical observations are at this last, lowest dimensionality. A single
locus is usually observed in isolation and its evolution explained in
isolation. Moreover, that evolution nearly
is
always framedin terms
of the frequencyof alternativealleles at the locus. The presumption
that an adequate pictureof evolutionary dynamicsis contained in a
space whose soledimensionsarethefrequencies
of alternative
alleles at single loci isjustified only if the various assumptions about
independence of fitness relations and independence of genic assortment are correct or nearlyso. Table 56 summarizes the reductions
in dimensionality that are possible as more and more assumptions
are made about the genetic structure of the population.

THE COMPLICATION O F LINKAGE

The assumption that gametic frequencies are predictable from individual allele frequencies is based upon the notion that recombinaTABLE 56

Sufficient dimensionality required for the prediction of evolution of a single
locus with a alleles, when there are n segregating loci in the system

DimensionalityLevel
o f descriptionAssumptions
implicit
a"(a" + 1)/2 - 1
zygotic classes
none
ai1 - 1
classes
gametic
union
random
of
gametes
n(a - 1)
allele frequencies
random
union
of
gametes
random association
of genes at
different loci
(linkage
equilibrium)
of
a-1
allele frequencies
union
random
gametes
random association
of genes at
different loci
no epistatic
interaction

Example with:
n =n 2= 3
a=2
a=3
9
3

336
26

2
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tion, no matter how infrequent, would eventually randomize genes
with respect to each other, even if at some time in the history of a
population there was an excess
of certain gene combinations, In the
absence of natural selection or mutation, the dynamics of the randomization process is easily derived (Geiringer, 1944).
In all that follows I will use a binary notationfor alleles at a locus
rather than the more conventional upper- and lower-case letters.
Thus anindividual whose genotype
is usually given as AbclaBC will
be J00lOJ I . Suppose there aretwo loci with two alleles each. There
are four gametic types,
00, 01, 10, and 11, and on the assumptionof
random mating, thepqpulationcompositioncan
be completely
specified by their frequencies, goo,gol,glo,and gll. Any three are
sufficient since their sum is one.
If the alleles at the two loci are distributed at random, then
Zoo
io,

= qQ

=qp

(29)

= PQ
i l l = PP
i10

where p and q (= 1 - p ) are the frequenciesof the 1 and 0 alleles at
the first locus, P and Q (= 1 - P ) the frequencies at the second
locus, and illthe gametic frequencies when the loci are at random
with respect to each other. Geiringer
showed that at any moment in
the history of these loci, the actual gametic frequencies could be
represented by
goo = qQ + D
go1 = 9 p - D
g10

= PQ - D

g11

=Pp

(30)

+D

where D , called by Lewontin and Kojima (1960) the coeficient of
linkage disequilibrium, is

D = g11goo - g10go1

(3 1)

From equations (30) and (31) it follows that

-

D

= i , ~ i o o- ~ I O ~ =O PI P ~ Q-PQqP = 0

so that D measures the deviation of the actual gametic frequencies
from random combination. If D is positive there is an excess of

“coupling” gametes 1 1 and 00, whereas if it is negative there are
too many 10 and 01.
The set of relations given by equations (29) and (30) makes clear
how the dimensionality of the problem is changed by the dependence of the loci or each other. If the loci are independent, the
gametic frequencies are entirely specified by the two independent
variables, P and p . When the loci are not independent there are
three dimensions,given by any three of the gametic frequencies,g,.
These can equally well be represented by the three variablesp , P ,
and D , the relations between the two parametric representationsof
the dynamical space being given by equations (30).
By analogy with the analysis of variance, the three degrees of
freedom of the gametic frequencies can beassigned to two main effects (the allele frequencies at each locus) and an interaction (the
linkage disequilibrium measure D). If there are more than two loci,
the same partition canbe carried out. For threeloci, there are eight
gametic frequencies, goo,,gool,. . , , g,,,, but since theirsum must be
one,thereare only sevenindependentvariables.Thesecan
be
parametrically
represented
by three main
effects
(the allele
frequency at each of the threeloci), three first-order interactions (the
D values for the three pairwise combinations of the loci), and a
second-order D (measuring the deviationof the gametic frequencies
from independence not accounted forby the painviseD values). For
example, if
goo0

= go11 = g101 = g110 = 0

g111

= g100 = go10 = goo, = 114

and

all the painviseDs are exactly zeroso that each pairof loci is inperfect linkage equilibrium, yet the gametes as a whole are obviously
not since their random frequencies would be
goo0

= goo1 = ... = g111 = 1/8

Geiringer showed that over time D approaches zero because of
recombination. More precisely, if R is the recombination factorbetween the loci, then after t generations of recombination
D t = (1 - R)t Do

(32)

or for small R
D, = Doe-Rt

(33)

D goes to zero asymptotically, but evenif genes are closely linked,
for instance R = 0.005, after 1000 generations there would be less
than 0.5 percent of the original correlation between theloci,
The evolution of the population can be represented by the trajectory of a point in a unit tetrahedronwhose three edges are three independent gametic frequencies,goo,go,, and g,, (figure 25a). Inside
the tetrahedral spaceis a hyperbolic paraboloid that
is the surfaceof
independence, D = g,,g,, - g0,g,, = 0 . The points above the surface have a positive association (an excess of “coupling” types),

those below, a negative association.A population beginning at some
arbitrary point inside the space will evolve along a line determined
by the restriction that the allele frequencies at the two loci do not
change, arriving finally at the surface of independence. These two
restrictions determine the planes go, + go, = q and goo + g,, = Q ;
the trajectory will be the straight line that is their intersection.
Alternatively, the population
may be seen asevolving in the space
of p , P , and D , shown infigure 25b. Again the trajectories are
straight lines leading to the plane D = 0.
Since most selective changes must require thousands of generations to complete, it would appear intuitively obvious that linkage
cannot play an important role. Especially for balanced polymor-

FIGURE 25

Far left, unit tetrahedron representing thedynamic space for a system with four
gametic types. The three axes are the frequencies goo,g,,], and gin. Inside the
tetrahedron is a surface D=O. The dashed line shows theevolution of a population under recombination without selection. Center, the equivalent space with
the dimensions p , P , and D. Again, trajectories without selection are straight
lines leading to the surface D=O. Above, trajectories of genetic evolution under
natural selection in the p . P , D space. The solid line is the true trajectory; the
dashed line is the trajectory in the p , P plane that would be calculated on the assumption of constant linkage equilibrim;the dotted lines are the projection of
the true trajectory onto the p , P plane.

phisms in which allele frequencies areheld at an intermediate equilibrium for extremely long periods, it would seem that any association between loci would certainly be broken up by recombination.

SELECTION AND RECOMBINATION

In TheGeneticalTheory
of NaturalSelection
(1930),Fisher
proposed that natural selection would favor closer linkage of two
genes influencing the same polymorphism. Unfortunately he
offered
no proof of the assertion,which contradicts theintuitive conclusion
that recombination is not a critical issue in selection. If he had offered proof, theoretical population genetics would be considerably
advanced over its present status. The first exact treatment of Fisher's suggestion was made only in 1956, when Kimura investigated
the dynamics of Batesian mimicry polymorphism dependent upon
two epistatically interacting loci.
Intheprocess
of investigatingthe mimicry problem, Klmura
derived general equations for the change of gametic frequencies in
continuous time; the analogous equations for discrete generations
were derived by Lewontin and Kojima (1960) in their general paper
on theevolutionarydynamics of complex polymorphisms. The
changes in gametic frequencies,g,, are given by

'
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Ag1, = k I i ( W 1 1 - WnRD]/W
Agio = Eglo(w1o - @) + W H R D ] / W
Ago1 = [gol(Wo, - @') + WnRDI/W
Ago0 = [ g o o ( w o o - WHRD]/W

(34)

v)

where

w, is the marginal fitness of gamete i j
w is the mean fitness of the whole population
W His the fitness of the double heterozygoteA a B b
R is the recombination function between the loci

and D = gllgoo- glogolas before.
These equqtions for two loci are special cases of a general form
(Lewontin, 1964a) for anynumber of gametic types
Agi

= g@&

W ) + p& R )

(35)

where p(g,R) is a complicated function of all the gametic frequen-
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cies and all the recombination functions among the loci involved.
For example, the functionsp ( g , R ) in the three-locus case consist
of
18 terms, each the product
of two reciprocal gametic frequencies-a
recombination fraction and a fitness of adoubleor
triple heterozygote (Feldman, Franklin, and Thomson, 1973).
Equations (34) are not independent, since there areonly three independent variablesand the sum of the Ag, must be zero. They can
be reduced to three by eliminating one of the gametic frequencies,
and these three equations can be used to trace the trajectory
of
gametic frequency change in the tetrahedral space offigure24a.
The trajectorieswill no longer be straight lines,in general, because
the allele frequencies will also be changing under the influence of
natural selection. Alternatively three parametric equations Ap, AP,
and AD can be written and the evolutionof the populationsfollowed
in the space of figure 25b.
The claim that most of the evolutionof loci occurs in a stateof effective linkage equilibrium amounts to the claim that the evolutionary trajectory of the populationlies on, orvery near to, the plane
D = 0 on figure 25b, because the force of recombination exerts a
constantpressuretowardthesurface
of independence.Another
possibility isthat, even though the population trajectory may lie well
off the D = 0 plane, its projection onto the plane
may be only
trivially different from the path that would be calculated assuming
constant linkage equilibrium. This amounts tosupposing that aflefe
frequencies at the loci undergo changes or come to equilibria that
are essentially the same, irrespectiveof how they are assorted into
gametes. Figure 25c shows these relations graphically.
If gene frequencies were unaffected by linkage, irrespective of
what might happen to gametic frequencies, it might besupposed that
linkage could be discounted, but even that is not true. The zygotic
distribution depends very much on the gametic frequencies, rather
than the allele frequencies, and thus the distributionof phenotypes
and of fitnesses may be greatly affected. To take an extreme case,
supposetherewere
two loci at which balanced lethals were
segregating. At both loci the allele frequencies would be held at a
stable equilibrium of p = q = 0.5. If the genes werein linkage equilibrium,all four gametic types wouldbe in equal frequency; the
frequency of double heterozygotes, the only viable class, would be
1/4 and the mean fitness of the population would then be = 0.25.
However, if the only gametes were 00 and 1 1 , half the populationof
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zygotesformed would bedoubleheterozygotesandthe
fitness
would be W = 0.5. While the case just described is extreme, the
sameprincipleappliesforanyintensity
of selection. The mean
fitness of the population is enhanced if deleterious alleles are in
of one individual will
strong coupling association, because the death
carry away the alleles at both loci simultaneoulsy, one of the deleterious genes being given a “free ride” by the elimination of the
other. It is this principle that led Fisher to postulate a selectiveadvantage for closer linkage of balanced polymorphisms.
A second interesting effect of the linkage is that it increases the
variance in fitness (from 0.1875 at linkage equilibrium to 0.2500 for
complete association,in the example of the balanced lethals) at the
same time that it decreases genetic load. Thus a considerable genetic variance in fitness may exist without necessarily reducing the
mean fitness excessively, an important point in understanding the
paradox of so much heterozygosity. This effect of nonrandom association of genes is similar to the nonindependenceof gene effects in
determining fitness, as postulated by the threshold models of selection. In one case it is the nonindependence of physiological effects
of genes that reduces the calculated genetic load, in the other the
nonindependence of assortment of genes. Both reduce the average
genetic load for a given variance in fitness. We shall see that thetwo
phenomena are, in fact, interrelated in a causal way.

INTERACTION OF LINKAGE AND SELECTION

When the equations (34) for genetic frequency change are applied
to various selection models,
the trajectoryof the population does not
line in the D = 0 plane during the course of selection but departs
from it more or less, as determined
by the amount of recombination
and the form of selection. Moreover, the departure from linkage
equilibrium may grow greater, as well as smaller, during the selection, and always grows greater atfirst if the initial gametic frequencies are close enough to D = 0.
Even if the genes are in perfect linkage equilibrium to start with,
selection will force them out of equilibrium immediately. The only
exception to this rule occurs when the fitnesses at the two loci are
perfectly multiplicative. Then an initial D = 0 will remain, but it is
unstable and if even the smallestlinkage disequilibrium appears by

chance deviation ofgametic frequencies, D willgrow under the
force of selection. Several numerical examples are given by Lewontin and Kojima (1960), and the general case was proved by Felsenstein (1965).
Figure 26 shows the changes that take placein allele frequencies
for a simple, symmetrical fitness model (table 57) and the changes
that are occurring at the same time in the linkage disequilibrium, as
measured by D ' , the ratioof D to its maximum possible value, given
the allele frequencies. Although there is little effect in the genefrequency plane, considerable linkage disequilibrium is generated
during the course of selection despite an initial linkage equilibrium.
For R < 0.0625, the disequilibrium continuesto rise throughoutthe evolution of the system, while for R > 0.0625, D goes
through a maximum. These results suggest thateven at gene
frequency equilibrium there may be permanent linkage disequilibrium if recombination is small enough.
The general equilibrium solution to equations (34) has not proved
to be possible explicitly (although numerical solutions are easy to
obtain), but several symmetric models of fitness have been solved.
The general, totally symmetricmodel
studied byKojima
and
Lewontin has fitnesses
Locus A
1 1 10 00
a b a
c d c
a b a

Locus B
11
10
00

The equilibria for this model are
goo

= go1 = 210 = 211 =

So0

= Sll = '/4 * '/4

i?n1

= 2 1 0 = '/2 - Zno,

-.= 2

D

'/4

1/4,

B =0

(36)

JL a S d4Rd
-b-c'

Jr
a+d-b-c

(37)

Providedthatthere
i s , some overdominance, with d > a and
I a - d 1 > I b - c 1, the gene frequencieswill come to an intermedi-

FIGURE 26

Paths of evolution forthe two-locuscase whose fitnesses aregiven in
table 55. Above, trajectories of gene frequency change. At right, linkage disequilibrium relative to t h e maximum, D ' , along thetrajectories
shown above.

ate stable equilibrium at p = P = 0.5, and one or the other of the
gametic equilibria(36) or (37) will apply. Otherwise the systemwill
go to fixation of one or both loci. Considering only those cases in
which a stable heterotic equilibrium exists at both loci, we see that
solution (36) corresponds to the expectation
when linkage is ignored
and the lociare treated independently. Thepaired solutions of (37),
however, although theystill are atp = P = 0.5, may have considerable linkage disequilibrium.
The pairof solutions in (37) is stable under two conditions. First,
it is required that
~=a+d--b--c>O

The quantity

E

(38)

measures the deviation of the scheme of fitnesses

from additivity. If the fitnesses are perfectly additive, then only the
linkage-equilibrium solution(36) is the stable one, but if there is any
nonadditivity in fitness, there is the possibility thatthelinkagedisequilibrium solution will be the stable one. This is a rather dif-

TABLE 57

Fitnesses for the two-locus model whose evolution is shown in figure 26
~

~

Locus A
Locus B
1/1
1/o

o/o

1/1

1 /o

o/o

0.250
0.550
0.250

0.375
1.000
0.375

0.250
0.550
0.250

ferent formof independence than for systemsin which linkage is ignored, where departures from multiplicative gene action lead to
dependence of one locus on another. Multiplicative gene action corresponds to E # 0 and may result in permanent linkage disequilibrium. Since additivity of gene action on the scale of fitness is exceedingly unlikely, whereas multiplicativity is the simplest kind of
physiological “independence,” the condition that E # 0 will almost
always be satisfied.
Second, if there is interaction, thenthe amount of recombination
must be small enough if there is to be permanent linkage disequilibrium. The condition is that
R

<--E

4d

(39)

For the numerical values of table 57, the condition is R < 0.0625,
which agrees with the curves in figure 26. For R > 0.0625, the linkage disequilibrium generatedduringthecourse
of selection will
disappear at gene-frequency equilibrium.
Relation (39) defines a criticalvalue of R , above which linkage has
no effect on thefinal equilibrium, because for looserlinkage the only
stable equilibrium is with 6 = 0. This appearanceof a critical value
is a characteristic of the interaction of linkage with selection. In
some cases theremay be several critical values, separating intervals
of R that lead to quitedifferent equilibrium conditions. An example
of the complexity that can arise evenin the simple symmetrical case
was found by Lewontin(1964a)andcompletely
worked out by
Ewens (1968), in which there is(1) strong linkage disequilibrium for
R < 0.10; (2)no stable intermediateequilibrium of gene frequencies
of any kind for 0.10 < R < 0.373, so the genes go to fixation; (3)
weak linkage disequilibrium for 0.373 < R < 0.375; and (4) stable
equilibrium of gene frequencies with D = 0 for 0.375 < R 5 0.50.
The twogeneral requirements,nonadditivity of fitness and recombination that is sufficiently small, can be summed up inwhat we may
call, by analogy with physical systems, a coupling coeficient.
Cw-

E

R

If C is large either because there is strong interaction or because
recombination is low, the two loci canbe said to bestrongly coupled

systems and therewill be large departures from independence, even
when gene frequencies are
at equilibrium. When the coupling coefficient is small, the loci are weakly coupled systems because their
fitness interaction is small or their recombination large, and their
final equilibrium states will be weakly dependent. Moreover, there
is a critical value of C , below which there is complete independence
of the loci at equilibrium.
,
Explicit solutions for theequilibrium gametic frequencies have so
far been found only for generally symmetrical models (Karlin and
Feldman, 1970), of which the models of Lewontin and Kojima and
of Kimura are special cases. Numerical solutions of any model can
be obtained, however, and the full range of effects of linkage and
selection is manifest in the asymmetrical cases. Table 58 gives the
numerical results for an asymmetrical model with conditional heterosis (Lewontin, 1964a). For smaller recombination values there
are two alternative stable
equilibria possible at eachvalue of recombination, a “coupling” and a “repulsion” equilibrium, and these have
different intensities of linkage disequilibrium, different gene frequencies, and different mean fitnesses. The critical value of R is above
0.50, so that these fitness relations will always resultin some linkage
disequilibrium, no matter how much recombination occurs between
the genes, They may even be on dlrerent chromosomes.
It is sometimes supposed that genes on different chromosomes
( R = 0.50) are necessarily always in linkage equilibrium with each
other. They are not, as the table shows. “Independent assortment”
is a misleading phrase and there can begametic correlations for
genes thatassort“independently.”Table
58 demonstratesthat
every aspect of the genetic composition
of an equilibrium population
is affected by linkage. Not only are gamete frequencies andb radically different for the loosest and tightestlinkages, but equilibrium
gene frequencies are changed, especially at the A locus, andtightening of the linkage results in a 22 percent increase in mean fitness.

THE EFFECT OF LINKAGE ON FITNESS

Every case of linkage and selection that has been numerically investigated has shown a higher inean fitness at equilibrium wlth tight
linkage. In the special symmetrical case of Lewontin and Kojima it
is an analytical result that fitness
is increased at equilibrium by 4 d 2 .

The most general results have been provedare that (1) R = 0 is always a local maximum of fitness so that a slight loosening of linkage
from R = 0 always resultsin a decrease of fitness, and (2) R = 0 is a
global maximum so that no other value of recombination can ever
result in a higher mean fitness at equilibrium (Lewontin, 1971).
These two conditions together do not mean that for intermediate
values of R a slight tightening of linkage will necessarily cause an
increase in equilibrium fitness. There may be more than one local
fitness maximum, and reducing the recombination slightly from one
of these values will decrease fitness.
In the long run, the tightest possiblelinkage will give the highest
possible fitness, so we expect, as Fisher suggested, that
recombination values will evolve toward zero if there is any genetic variance
for recombination. The experiments of Chinnici (197 la, b) and
Kidwell (1972) show that there is a lot of variance for selection to
operate on. Yet recombination has not been reduced to zero. We
are left with the problem so succinctly put by Turner (1967), “Why
does the genome not congeal?”
One possible answer is that genetic flexibility for adaptation to a
fluctuating environment demands recombination to generate adaptive combinations different from those previously selected. There is
a close relationship between this problem and theexplanation of inversion homogeneity in marginal populations. Inversionsrestrict
recombinations and result in a few well-defined genetic modes at
high frequency. Free recombination allows the generation of a
much greater array of adaptive possibilities. We must be very cautious about heuristic and seemingly reasonable arguments on this
issue. The effects of linkage on selection in ajuctuating environment are complicated and depend strongly on the statistical properties of the environment, especially its serial autocorrelation. Only a
beginning has been made in analyzing this problem (Levins, 1968).
Some of its complexity is revealed in a study-of selection for an intermediate optimum.

INTERMEDIATE OPTIMA

The interest in studying selection foranintermediate
optimum
phenotype is twofold. First, the intermediate optimum must be a
fairly common form of selection, perhaps the most common. For

each element of the morphological and behavioral phenotype, there
is an appropriate range
of sizes thatis fittest in a given range of envi7
ronments. It is seldom the largest or the smallest size that confers
the highest fitness, although in the early stages of an evolutionary
process the extreme forms that exist in the population are still far
V
,>
below the eventualoptimum range. Like all other rules,~ E S E ayav
applies only in appropriate
circumstances.
Second, selection for an intermediate
optimum generates extreme
nonadditivity of fitness, and there will be a great dealof interaction
variance if the population is nearthe optimum. The effect of linkage
on selectiondepends upon the coupling coefficient EIR. Most
schemes of selection generate rather low values of E unless fitness
differences are very extreme. For example, in the two-locus symmetrical model, if the fitnesses of the double homozygotes are0.97
and of the single homozygotes 0.99, then E = 0.01 and there will be
no effect of linkage on the equilibrium unless R < 0.0025, a very .
tight linkage indeed. On the other hand,becausethere is nota
monotone relationship between gene action and fitness in optimum
models, a relatively large amount
of epistasis is generated for given
a
intensity of selection.
Most optimum models of selection donot lead to stable intermediate equilibria of gene frequency, contrary towhat might be guessed
intuitively. When more thana single locusaffectsacharacter,
~

roughly the same intermediacy of phenotype can be obtained by a
multiple homozygote + -/+ -as by a multiple heterozygote + -I- +,
so that special circumstances are required to avoid fixation of the
mixed homozygous type (Kojima, 1959). Even then a severely limited amount of genetic variance can be preserved at equilibrium,
about equal to the squared additive effect of one locus (Lewontin,
1964b). Taking linkage into account makes a drastic difference in
the outcome of selection for an intermediate optimum.
Figure 27 shows the evolution of a population in which five loci
are affecting a phenotypic character. The loci are perfectly additive
in their effect on the phenotypes, but only those genotypes survive
whose phenotypes fall within anintermediate range. The solid
lines in figure 27a are the pathsof gene-frequency changeif the loci
are loosely linked to each other. Twoloci go rapidly toward fixation
at p = 1.O, two fix at p = 0.0, and thefifth remains segregating for a
long time but slowly goes toward the lower fixation point. The final
composition of the population w~ll be a mixedhomozygote
++---I++--that will be inside the acceptable range of phenotypes, and the population will have mean fitness of 1.0. The dotted
and dashed lines in figure 27a are the paths of evolution when the
recombination between adjacent loci is reduced to R = 0.05 and
R = 0.01, respectively. The tight linkage causes a considerable
slowing of the fixation process. There is a sort of quasi-equilibrium

FIGURE 27

Evolutionary changes atfive loci selected for an intermediate phenotype optimum. At left, gene frequency at each locus as a function of
generation. Above, mean fitness of the population, t?, as a function
of generations, for different values of R between adjacent loci.

of gene frequencies,especially when R = 0.0 1, with loci 2 and 4 actually converging toward p = 0.50 while loci 1 and 5 move slowly
toward fixation. If the process were followed long enough, all the
loci would eventually fix, but the rate would be exceedingly slow.
In contrast to the apparent lack
of evolutionary change shownby
the gene frequencieswhen linkage is tight, there is rapid evolution of
mean fitness (figure 27b) as opposed to the slow increase of fitness
when recombination is free. The rapid increase in fitness despite the
quasi-equilibrium of gene frequencies is the
result of the elimination
of coupling gametes and the build-up of classes of complementary
repulsion gameteslike +-+-+I-+-+-.
When all the gametes are
of thiskind,bothheterozygotes
+-+-+I-+-+and homoare of an intermediate phenotype, and
zygotes +-+-+/+-+-+
the fitness of the population is high. The loosely linked system
slowly overtakes the tightly linked ones and eventually surpasses
them as the loci become fixed, because in the long run the fittest population is the monomorphic one.
Tight and loose linkage are thus alternative adaptive strategies.
Tight linkage results in a rapid exhaustion of actual variance in
fitness by selection of a few gametic types but preserves potential
variance in fitness by stalling gene frequencies at intermediate Values. Loose linkage increases fitness only slowly, leaving actual
variance in fitness in the population for longer periods, butin the end
will lead to a loss of both actual and potential variance through
homozygosity. Tight linkage provides immediate rapid response,
loose linkage gives greater long term response,yet at theexpense of
geneticvariance.Which
is better in a fluctuating environment?
That clearly depends on the period of the fluctuation.
Suppose the an optimum is maintained for ten generations. By
that time tightly linked systems will have responded almost completely and the populationwill consist of mostly balanced repulsion
gametes. If the environment now causes the optimum toshift well
outside the current range, this tightly linked population will not be
able to increase its
fitness until the recombination process generates
coupling gametes, and even then thesewill be in low frequency and
selection response will be slow. The loosely linked system will have
made rather poor responseduring the ten generations, butit will be
able to respond better to the new optimum because it has coupling
gametes +++++ and ----- in fair abundance.
Alternately,consider a cycle 100 generations long, After 100

.

,

generations both tightly and loosely linked systems will have about
the same fitness and both will consist almost entirely of repulsion
gametes. But the tightly linked system will have complementary
classes of repulsion gametes and will, by recombination, be able to
produce the extreme combination
+ + + + + o r ----- required by
the new environment, whereas the loosely linked system will be at
gene fixation for alternate alleles and different loci and will not be
able to generate any of the required extreme coupling types. Even
this is onlya glimpse of the immense variety of possible patterns that
results from varying environment in a system of linked genes. An
understanding of chromosomal polymorphisms in nature, for example, will demand a much more complete analysis.

MULTIPLE LOCI

The theory of linkage and selection for two loci, if it is taken literally, could not really cause us to revise our ideas about polymorphism. All though the discussion of the relation of theory to fact, I
have emphasized the necessityof using realistic values for the intensity of selection at alocus. Selection intensitiesof 1 or 2 percent at a
locus must mean weakly coupled systems unless thetwo genes are
very close together on the
linkage map. For example, if loci are multiplicative in their effects in fitness and each locus has as
much as 5
percent heterosis (a great deal), the value
of E is only 0.0025 and the
critical value R is then only 0.0006, an extremely close linkage.
In general, formultiplicative gene action the critical value of R is
the productof the genetic loadsof the two loci (Bodmer and Felsenstein, 1967). Linkage phenomena would appear tobe only a curiosity of major polymorphisms, like mimicry or snail-shell patterns, or
else a feature of the microstructureof the genome, not detectable or
important formost pairs of interacting loci in the genome. In abook
that claims to be asking questions about the real world,
why I am so
concerned with what appear, quantitatively, to be trivial effects?
Because systems that areweakly coupled when considered in isolation may, in fact, be very strongly coupled when embedded in an
aggregate of such systems.
The first indication of cumulative effects was in a study of fivelocus heterotic models under strong selection (Lewontin, 1964a).
Table 59 gives the equilibrium gametic composition, the relative

linkage disequilibria D’ between all pairs of genes, and the mean
fitness, for various amounts of recombination R between adjacent
genes in a simple, symmetrical, multiplicative model of heterosis in
which each added locus that is homozygous cuts the fitness of the
genotype in half. That is, the quintuple heterozygote has a fitness of
1.0, a quadruple heterozygote has a fitness of 0.50, triple heterozygotes 0.25, and so on.
Three important phenomena are seen in this table. First, loci far
apart on the chromosome are held out of linkage equilibrium with
each other by the loci between them. Locus 1 and locus 5 are 20
crossover units apart when R between adjacent loci is 0.05. If these
two loci were considered in isolation there would be no effect of
linkage on them at all. The critical linkage distance forthis model of
selection is R = 0.0625, so loci 1 and 5 are much too far apart. Yet
D I 5 = 0.38 when they are 20 units apart, held in association with
each other by the cumulative correlations between adjacent loci
along the length of the chromosome.
Second, the critical distance even for adjacent loci in the fivelocus case is slightly larger than predicted from two-locus theory
(0.0650 as opposed to 0.0625).
Third, loci in the middle of the chromosome are more out of random association with each other than pairs at the ends of the chromosome. For example, when R = 0.05, D’12= 0.66172 but
D’23= 0.73604, even though the amount of recombination and the
fitness relations are the same for both pairs.
These lasttwo effects, although small, are thefirst indication of an
embedding efect, quite different from the cumulative effect first discussed. It is to be expected thatloci at opposite endsof the chromosome may be kept out of linkage equilibrium by a sort of chain of
correlation between adjacent loci connecting them. The embedding
effect is quite another matter. A pair of adjacent loci have a linkage
disequilibrium between them that is magnified by being surrounded
by loci that interact withthem. This embedding phenomenon is
much stronger than the small location effect seen in table 59. If we
compare the value of D‘ calculated for a pair of loci embedded in
a five-locus segregation with the value predicted for that pair from
two-locus theory, theresult is remarkable. This comparison is made
in table 60 and figure 28. When they are embedded in a five-locus,
interacting segregation, the two loci have a higher linkage disequili-

TABLE 60

Comparison of the relative linkage disequilibrium for two adjacent loci R units
apart a s predicted from two-locus theorywith the disequilibrium observed when
they are embedded in a five-locus segregation

Two-locus
Five-locus
R

Ratio

prediction
segregation
0.967
0.929
0.883
0.823
0.736
0.581
0.481
0.367

0.00
0.01
0.02

0.03
0.04
0.05

0.063
0.0645

0.916
0.825
0.721
0.600
0.447
0.200

1.06
1.13
1.22
1.37
1.64
2.91

0
0

m
m

Note: From Franklin and Lewontin (1970).

brium than predicted from two-locus theory, and they lose their correlation much more slowly with increasing recombination.
The observation of these interactive effects of complex systems
involving only a few loci led Franklin and Lewontin (1970) to study
systems with many more loci and with much weaker selection at
each locus,as an approachto a realistic model of the genome. They
found that with weak epistatic interactions and long chromosome
segments, very close correlation among all the loci in the segment
was maintained. Consider a 36-locus model in which each locus is
identical, has a 10 percent heterotic effect, and multiplies this effect
by that at other loci. The product of genetic loads at a pair.of such
loci is (0.05)2= 0.0025, the critical value of R between adjacent loci
according to 2-locus theory, above which the loci should be uncorrelated at equilibrium. In fact,the critical value of R in the
36-locus case turns out tobe 0.01, four times higher than predicted,
which means a totalrecombination length of 35 percent of the whole
segment. In Drosophila, in which there is no recombination in
males, this is a genetic map length of 70 units, more than the total
length of one chromosome arm.
If the actual recombination between adjacent loci is much smaller
than 0.01, the entire chromosomesegment is "locked up" inone pair
of complementary gametic types at equilibrium. For example, if
R = 0.003, the entiremap is 10.5 recombination units long (21 centimorgans in Drosophila, about 20 percent of a chromosome), and
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FIGURE 28

Comparison of theobservedlinkagedisequilibriumbetweentwo
g e n e s R units apart when embedded
in a five-locus chromosome with
the predicted value from two-locus theory.

85 percent of the population of gametes consistsof onlytwo complementary gametic types, for instance:

001 100 100 011

... 111

and
110 011 011 100 . , . 000
the other15 percent being derivable from theseby a few recombinations. The average value of D' between adjacent pairs is 0.96 in
these circumstances.
The effect of locking up thegenome into only a few gametic types
at equilibrium is a drastic increase in
fitness over that predictedfrom
independent gene theory. If each of 36 loci is 10 percent heterotic,
the fitness of an equilibrium population inwhich all the loci are
distributed at random
with
respect
to
each
other
is only
(0.95)36= 0.158. The actual fitness of a population in which 85 percent of the gametesare of two complementary classesis about 0.40,

since one-thirdof the zygotes are heterozygous at every locus,being
the result of fusion of two complementary gametes.
The result does not depend
upon the particular model of selection
chosen.Truncationselection,as
suggestedby Sved,Reed,and
Bodmer (1967) and King (1967), has the sameeffect. For example,
setting the surviving proportion of the population to 20 percent, and
with a heritability of only 0.1 for the phenotypic character
determining fitness, King’s truncation model produced 40.5 percent of each
of two complementary genetic typesat equilibrium. If the assumption of absolute symmetry of the two homozygotes at each locus is
relaxed, a larger variety of gametes is present at equilibrium, but
there is still a high proportion of only a few types. Table 61 shows
the equilibrium composition of the gamete pool in a strongly asymmetrical case with the same genetic load as the symmetrical 10 percent heterotic model.
The asymmetrical case also points up a second effect of linkage
that is extremely important in interpreting observed gene frequencies in nature. The one-locus fitnesses W , , = 0.9375, Wlo = 1.0,
and Woo= 0.75 predict an equilibrium gene frequencyof the 1 allele
of 0.80 at each locus. But the observed gene frequency, on the
average over loci, is only 0.69. It is a general rule in multilocus systems that the equilibrium gene frequencies are closer to 0.5 than is
predicted from single-locus kinetics. The reason is easy to see. As
linkage tightens, the multilocus chromosome becomes a single
‘ “super locus” with “pseudo-alleles.” If these are two complementary pseudo-alleles, one
with a proportion k of its alleles of the 1 type

TABLE 61

Gametic array at equilibrium from a numerical simulation of a 36-locus model
with W,, = 0.9375, W,, = 1.0, W,, = 0.75 at each locus andR = 0.003 between adiacent loci

y

Gamete
111 010 110
111 001
111 001
0.111
011
111
010
100
101
111
000
000

101 110
010 101
010 101

101 001 011 110 101 101 101
110 110 111 101 111 010 110
110 110 111 101 111 010 111
All others

Note: From Franklin and Lewontin (1970).

0.265
0.134
0.108
0.392

and 1 - k of the 0 type, while the other has the reverse frequencies,
the equilibrium of the two pseudo-alleles from one-locus selection
theory is
Q=

1”Wl
1 - (Wfr W&k)”
2 - ( W , + W0)- 2 - (Wf1 W&k + w 111- k W00k )”

so that
lim ij =
n-

1/2

if 0 2 W l l , Woo< 1

This means that tight linkage and strong linkage disequilibrium
increasethe degree of heterozygosity at eachlocus from that
predicted by considering the loci individually. Moreover, relative
selective values of substitution at a locus cannotbe judged from the
frequencies of the alleles in nature becausethe selection ofthe chromosome as a whole is the overriding determinant of allelic frequencies.

THE NUMBER OF EQUILIBRIA

For the simplest, totally symmetrical, two-locus model, Lewontin
and Kojima (1960) and Bodmer and Parsons ( 1962) showed that
there are three possible equilibria with both loci segregating, one
with D = 0 and two complementary equilibria with D # 0. Which
of these equilibria is stable depends uponR. If R is greater than its
critical value,then
the linkage equilibrium solution is stable,
whereas if R is less than its critical value, the pair with D # 0 is
stable. But D # 0 and D = 0 are mutually exclusive and cannotboth
be stable for a given value of R . Depending upon the amount of
recombination, every population will evolve to linkage dependence
or linkage independence. There is no uncertainty.
Karlin and Feldman (1970) later showed that for a slightly more
general, symmetrical fitness model which includes the Lewontin and
Kojimamodel as a special case, there are four additional stable
equilibria possible with both loci segregating. Again, for a fixed
value of R either the linkage equilibrium or the linkage disequilibrium solution is stable,butnot
both. Numericalsolutions of
multilocus problems have shown that for more than loci
two the mutual exclusion of the linkage disequilibrium and linkage equilibrium

solutions does not apply (Franklin and Lewontin, 1970; A. Beiles,
personal communication, 1972). For some sets of recombination
values between loci, a population may evolve to either D = 0 or
D # 0 , depending upon its initial conditions. When R is large, only
D = 0 is stable; when R is very small, only D # 0 is stable; and
when R is intermediate, both equilibria are stable. This result has
been obtained analytically for threeloci by Feldman, Franklin,and
Thomson (1973).
The total number of possible equilibria for whichallloci are
segregating is remarkably large, and if fitnesses are asymmetrical
these alternative stable states
will correspond todifferent population
compositions with different meanfitnesses. Whether they are detectably different depends
upon the total variance in fitness, but, at least
as far as futureevolution is concerned, they represent different potential histories.
I. Franklin (personal communication,1972) has derived an iterative procedure forfinding the totalnumber of equilibria with all loci
segregating, with extraordinary results. While two-locussystems
have 7 potential equilibria, three-locus systems
have 193, four-locus
systems have 63,775, and five-locus systems have 4,294,321,153!
Unfortunately we do not yet know the conditions forstability of all
these equilibria, but our analysis of numerical cases for five and
more loci suggests that a large proportion are stable for reasonably
small values of recombination (Franklin and Lewontin, 1970; A.
Beiles, personal communication,1972). The sorting out of this immense complexity is a major task of theoretical work in the future. .

PASSING TO THE LIMIT

It is unrealistic to postulate larger
and larger numbersof loci affecting fitness, while holding the effect of eachlocusconstant.
There might be as many as 36 loci on a chromosome with effects as
large as 10 percent on fitness, but there cannot be 3600. Yet there
arehundreds of locisegregating infairly shortsections of the
genome. If 40 percent of all loci are segregating in Drosophila, a
minimum estimate, andif there areonly 10,000 loci, a conservative
estimate, there are
4000 segregating loci distributed along about 300
recombination map units, or about 13 segregating loci per centimorgan, making the recombination distance between adjacent loci

'

0.0008. A model of the genome that includes so many segregating
loci must assume that the marginal fitness effect of a gene substituat arealistic figure
tion is small, if for no other reason than to arrive
for inbreeding depression.
A reasonable way toinvestigatethe
effect of increasingthe
number of loci isto fix the totaleffect of homozygosity of a chromosome, its total inbreeding depression, and to ask what happens as
more and more loci arepackedintothischromosome
of fixed
homozygous fitness and fixed recombination length. Two competing effects result from this process, As more and more loci are assigned to the chromosome, the recombination between adjacent loci,
R , grows smaller linearly wlth n, the number of loci. In addition, the
marginalfitnesseffect
of eachlocusdecreases.
If 1 - s is the
marginal effectof making one locushomozygous and K is the fitness
of a totally homozygous chromosome, then
K

= (1 - s)n

in a multiplicative model, so that for small s,
s z - - In K

n

and the selection intensity decreases linearly with n. The epistatic
deviation E is equal to s2, so E decreases as n2. The effect of linkage
and selection dependsroughly on the coupling coefficient e / R , which
in this case is proportional to (l/n2)/(1/n) l/n. On this basis we
would predict that as more and more loci are packed into a fixed
chromosome length, with a fixed total inbreeding depression, the
loci will interact more and more weakly with each other and their
correlation will become increasingly small as n grows. We have also
shown, however, that there
is an embedding effect that causes anintensification of the coupling betweentwo loci from interaction with
all other loci. The number of these interactions grows factorially
with iz, and this might be sufficient to counterbalance the predicted
decrease of the coupling coefficient. What actually happens?
By a combination of algebraic, numerical, and simulation techniques, Franklin and Lewontin (1970) calculated the equilibrium
compositions of populations in which 2 to 360 loci were placed on
chromosome segments of fixed lengths and with fixed inbreeding
depressions.Table
62 showstheequivalencebetween
K , the

-

TABLE 62

Fitness of a homozygoteat a single locus among
n loci when the fitness of the
n-tuple homozygote equalsK
K
~

n
2
5

18
36
360

~~~~~

~-

0.0225

0.4832

0.1501
0.4683
0,8100
0.9000
0.9895

0.6951
0.8646
0.9604
0.9800
0.9980

Note: From Franklin and Lewontin (1970).

homozygous fitness of the whole chromosome segment, and 1 - s,
the marginal fitness of a single-locus homozygote. For large
numbers of loci the effect of a single gene substitution is extremely
small and the epistatic effect, being proportional to s2,is vanishingly .
small. The equilibrium compositionscorrespondingtothese
different cases are shown in figures 29a and 29b, drawn so that the
2-locus relation is linear. The measure of linkage disequilibrium is
the average relative disequilibrium over all pairs of loci, including those close together and those far apart on the chromosome. It
is thus an underestimateof the intensity of correlation between loci
that are in short, contiguous sections.
As it should, the disequilibrium between loci falls off as the total
map length over which 'the loci are distrlbuted increases. A rise
.
from 2 to 5 loci results in some decrease in correlation between loci
at each total map length. Dividing the total chromosome among
more loci has had a weakening effect on the interaction. A further
subdivision of chromosomes into18 loci again decreases the interactions. But when the number of loci is doubled to 36, no further
change occurs, and even360 loci are indistinguishable from 18 and
36. As the number of loci increases beyond a mere handful, the
average correlation structureof the genomeat equilibrium is totally
independent of the number of genes or their individual efects and
depends solely on the total map length of the chromosome segment .
and the total inbreeding depression.
This limiting invariance of the equilibrium structure hasbeen confirmed byan approximate analytic treatment
of the problem (Slatkin,
1972) thatalso
allows theevaluation
of therelative
linkage

o',

disequilibrium D'(x, y) between two loci at points x and y along the
chromosome length. The correlation falls off exponentially with distance between the loci
D'(x, y ) = e-@ - - N ~ , Y)J ~ ~
where I&,

y ) is the characteristic length familiar in the treatmentof

FIGURE 26

The relation between the average relative linkage disequilibrium D'
between all pairs of genes, and the totalmap length fordifferent
numbers of loci making u p the map. a : strong selection, K=0.0225.
b: weak selection, K = 0.4832. From Franklin and Lewontin (1970).

coupled systems. It is the distance overwhich the coupling is effective and can be calculated from the inbreeding depression of the
total chromosome segment and
the map length. When the characteristic distance is equal or
to greater than the entire
length of the chromosome segment being considered,then all the loci are highly
correlated and onlya few gametic types are present.When 1, is only
a fraction of the chromosome length, each gene is out of linkage
equilibrium only with its neighbors but is assorted essentially independently of other genes farther away. The characteristic length
is, in some sense, the unit of evolution since genes within it are
highly correlated. The conceptis a subtle one, however.It does not
mean that the genomeis broken up into discrete adjacent chunks
of
length 1,. Every locus is the centerof such a correlatedsegment and
evolves in linkage with the genes near it.

NEUTRAL GENES AND LINKAGE

Genes that are not under selection should, in the long run, be independent of each other andof selected loci in their evolution, irrespective of the linkage relations. However, “in the long run” may be
very long indeed, andequilibrium calculations for neutralgenes may
be irrelevant. Mutations arise and, in a finite population with a distribution of offspring numbers, will belost or fixedin varying
numbers of generations. The probability that a new mutant will be
lost or fixed and the time it takes to run the course of its history
dependupon the dynamics of thegenesthatsurround
it. The
steady-state distributionsof heterozygosity andallele frequencies in
turn depend uponthe probabilities of fixation and loss andthe rates
of these processes.
If most polymorphisms are indeed neutral, but
a few loci sprinkled
through thegenome areunderselection,thesteady-stateheterozygosity of the total genome may be a strong reflection of the
selected loci. In this way the evolutionary fate of most loci may be
determined or influenced by selection even though the loci themselves are physiologically irrelevant to the selection process. The
phenomenon of linkage forces us todefine much more exactly what
we mean when we say that a locus is “controlled” by selection.
First, a locus
may appear to be
under direct selection
just because
it is currently outof linkage equilibrium with a selected locus. If the

,

selected locus is overdominant, the the value of this “associative
overdominance” (Frydenberg, 1963) will be sDI2 if both loci are
near 0.5 in gene frequency, where s is the selection intensity at the
overdominant locus (Ohta and Kimura, 1970; Franklin and Lewontin, 1970). It is not likely that I ) ’ z will be large for a neutral locus
segregating at intermediate frequency in a population that has been
at a large size for a long time, because sucha neutral allele during its
random rise to intermediatefrequency will have become uncorrelated with the selected locus recombination.
But if a population has been founded recently from a small colony, a considerable
linkage disequilibrium may be induced by random sampling. Laboratory experiments that pretend to measure selection
at anallozyme
locus by watching gene frequency changesin newly formed laboratory populations are completely misleading unless there is some assurance that thelocus in question does not have
a high D‘ with some
selected locus or gene bloc. That is why a large number of independently derived lines of each allele from nature must be used to
inltiate laboratory experiments.
Second, associative overdominance
will bea permanent featureof
neutral loci in a population of restricted size. Ohta and Kimura
showed that if overdominant loci are widely enough spaced through
the genome so that,coupling between them is too weak to produce a
supergene, there will nevertheless be associative overdominanceof
neutral genes located between them. The intensity of the associative overdominance s’ for a locus embeddedin a group oftruly overdominant genes is approximately
s’ =-

S

(1

+ In nln2)

where s is the overdominance at the selected loci, R is the distance
between adjacent genes, n1 and n2 are the numberof overdominant
genes to the right and left of the neutrallocus,.and N is theeffective
population size. So, for example, under the classical hypothesis a
chromosome that is50 units long might have 20 overdominant loci.
In a population of 1000, a neutral genein the middle of the chromosome would have an apparent selection of 0.056s. In populations
much larger than this the effect would be negligible.
Third, there is theHill-Robertson effect (Hill andRobertson,
1966). The rate of fixation of a neutral gene and the probability of

eventual fixation of a favorable gene are
both a functionof the effective population size. A selected gene has a probability of eventual
fixation of N,s, whereas a neutral genedrifts at a rateof 1/2N,. But
effective population size is
itself sensitive to the variancein number
many genes are descended
of offspring. A large variance means that
from a few ancestral genes,so drift is more effective. But selection
causes an increase in variance of offspring number, some alleles
leaving more on the average.than others. Any locus that is out of
linkage equilibrium with a selected locus will then also have an
increase in the variance of its offspring number, just because of the
correlation with the first selected locus. Genetic drift will thus be
more important for the second locus than
it would have been had the
locus been independent. If an allele at the second locus is advantageous, it will then have a reduced probability of eventual fixation
because N,s will be smaller, If the second locus is neutral, it w~ll
drift more rapidly for the same reason.

OBSERVATIONS OF LINKAGE DISEQUILIBRIUM

There is an increasing body of direct evidence for the correlated
states of loci. The most direct is the analysis of the three thirdchromosome lociin Drosophilapseudoobscura by Prakash and
Lewontin (1968, 1971). Particular alleles at these loci are almost
constantly restricted to particular inversions so that the loci are
strongly out of linkage equilibrium with each other (p. 135). Inversionheterozygosity strongly suppressesrecombination and in
Drosophila pseudoobscuradoes SQ even outside thelimits of the inversion (Dobzhansky andEpling, 1948). The characteristic correlation length of the third chromosomeis then likely to include the entire element if there is any selection at all of the loci.
Theobservedassociationscannot
be explained by a random
deviation from linkage equilibrium, because the same inversions
carry the samealleles no matter from what part
of the speciesrange
they are drawn. Moreover the association between gene and inversion transcends the species boundary and
so must antedate the separation of D . pseudoobscura and D . persirnilis. These observations
are the direct genetic confirmation of Dobzhansky’s theory of the
coadaptation of the allelic contents of inversions. Our finding that

three randomly chosen allozyme polymorphisms are strongly out of
linkage equilibrium, and that the disequilibrium is identical in all
populations of the species, is prima facie evidence that the loci are
under natural selection. They neednotbeunderstrongnatural
selection as individual loci, as I have shown, becauseif recombination is low the coupling coefficient between genesmay be very large
without large differences in marginal fitness at its separateloci. The
observation of significant linkage disequilibrium that is consistent
between populationsis a very sensitive detectorof natural selection.
There is an inversion polymorphism on the X chromosome of D .
pseudoobscura, the “sex-ratio” polymorphism. Prakash and Merritt (1973) have found strong association of two sex-linked loci, esterase-5 and acid phosphatase-6, with the inversion polymorphism.
In both California and Colorado the sex-ratio inversionis 85 to 90
percent e ~ t - 5 ~and
9 ” ~100 percent aph-6(-), but the standard chromosome is only 1 percent est-5’.O4 and 60 to 70 percent aph-6(-).
Consistency between populations is, unfortunately, necessary if
the interpretation is to be unambiguous. Different intensities and
different signs of D in different populations may easily be the result
of selection since there are so many alternative equilibria possible,
but they may also be a result of random drift, which gives rise to
linkage disequilibrium from sampling of gametes.For gene frequencies near 0.50, Sved (1968) showed that
0 ‘ 2

-

1
4NR + 1

on the average. D’ will sometimes be positive and sometimes negative. So, for genesrecombining 1 percent of the time in a population
of 1000, D’2= 0.024 and D’ = f 0.156. If two loci are in a
“coupling” disequilibrium in some populations and a “repulsion”
equilibrium in others, one would need to show that they are of too
large an effective size fortheobserved
disequilibrium to be
explained by drift.
Drift cannotexplain disequilibrium of the same sign in all populations, because it would be necessary to invoke migration between
populations that is sufficient to make themall one large population.
But if thatwere thecase, N would be too large for linkage
disequilibrium to occurby genetic drift. The populations cannot be

both small enough to causerandom linkage disequilibrium and large
enough to exchange migrants to preventdifferentiation in the nature
of the linkage association.
Several other examples of associations between allozyme polymorphismsandinversions
are known. M. Loukasand C. B.
Krimbas (personal communication, 1972), found an associationbetweenesterase alleles andinversionsonchromosome
E of two
Greek populations of Drosophila
subobscura.
In Drosophila
pavani the standard arrangement of chromosome arm IV-L is 100
percent of one allele at an alkaline phosphatase locus, while an invertedarrangement is segregating at about 0.5:0.5 fortwoother
alleles at this locus (Nair and Brncic, 197 1). Four genes on the second chromosome of Drosophila melanogaster with about 20 map
units between adjacent loci were found to be in linkage equilibrium
in a natural populationin two successive years, but the
alleles at two
of the loci, alcohol dehydrogenase and amylase, were significantly .
associated with short inversions in both years (Mukai, Mettler,and
Chigusa, 1971).
Evidence for significant and consistent linkage disequilibrium between loci when inversions are not involved has proved harder to
come by. CharlesworthandCharlesworth
(1973) have made, a
large-scale attempt in Drosophila melanogaster,with some success.
They studied five allozymeloci from the middle of chromosome 111,
with the following genetic map:
8

est-6-6.6-pgm-2.9-aph-5.7-xdh-4.6-ao

Since males in Drosophila have no recombination, these distances
should really be cut in half to estimate the actual recombination in
the population. Three population samples were taken, two in successive years from
a wild population and onefrom a population cage
established from several hundred lines from a different locality. Of
the 30 possible comparisons, 4 showed significant linkage disequilibrium. If a pair wassignificant in one sample, then itsD value in the
other two samples was greater than the avearge
of all D values, so
there is consistency in the data. Nevertheless, the results are not
strong enough to make an airtight case. Over 400 gametes were
scored with respect to all five loci, a considerable effort. Clearly
such attempts must be repeated because their outcome bears direc

ly and critically on the classical and balanced hypotheses of population structure.

RELATIONSHIP OF THEORY TO OBSERVATIONS

Multilocus theory has led us in a curious circle. We began with a
theory of population genetics that dealt with alternative alleles at
single loci, and wenow haveconsiderableevidenceaboutthe
frequency of alleles at various loci in natural populations. To bring
together the theoryof single loci with observations aboutsingle loci
requires the measurement
of parameters of single loci, especially the
fitnesses of single-locus genotypes. Butit is unlikely thatthese
parameters are measurable to the degree of accuracy that theory
requires.
A consideration of two or more loci, without the complication of
linkage, made the problem even worse. Because of interactions, the
number of dimensions rose to n, the number of loci, and the number
of parameters to be measured rose exponentially with n. Moreover,
since all relative fitnesses are somehow to be crammed into the interval 0 -1, the more fitnesses tobe measured, the moredifficult it is
to distinguish one from another even in their relative orders. It
might be possible to order the 3 fitnesses of the three genotypes at
one locus with two alleles, although the problems of estimation are
bad enough,but what faith do we have
in the ordering between0 and
1 of the 27 fitnesses for a three-locus segregation? ,
Bringing in linkage created a problem of dimensionality beyond
any ability to deal with it. Interactions of lociforce the dimensionality to 2n, but at least the numberof fitnesses tobe measured is
not made greater by the complication of linkage. How can we ever
hope to understand the evolution' of a whole genome if for justfive
loci there are 4,294,321,153 possible equilibrium conditions in 32
dimensions? The introduction of linkage, while terribly interesting
and exciting from a theoretical standpoint,made a predictive theory
an absurdity. Yet suddenly, when pushed to its extreme, thedimensionality collapsed into a new space of description with only a few
variables. Moreover, these variables are the very ones that can be
measured with reasonably high accuracy.
The equilibrium structure (we cannot yet tell about the dynamical

.

structure) of complex genetic systemsis a function only of the effect
of homozygosity of whole chromosome segments andof the genetic
map length of these segments. These are precisely the parameters
that we can estimate. Measuring map length is trivial. The effect of
inbreeding chromosome segments of various lengths is measurable
because whole chromosome segments can be made homozygous,
unlike single loci, and theinbreeding depressions are large enough to
be measured, unlike the situation forsingle loci. The variable that is
to be related to these parameters, the genetic correlation between
loci at various points on the chromosome, can be directly
measured
by counting gametic combinations for pairs of loci that are studied
by electrophoresis.
The relationship between the astronomical dimensionality of the
gametic ensemble and the severely reduced dimensionality of the
limiting description, in terms of measurable variables, is analogous
to thesituation in thermodynamics. A complete descriptionof a gas
in phase space is utterly hopeless because thedimensionality of the
phase space is too great, but the macroscopic law
PV

= nRT

collapses the dimensionality of the phenomenon into three eminently measurable dimensions-pressure, temperature, and volume.
The significance of the transformation of our problemfrom a
micro- to a macro-description doesnot lieonly in what canbe .
measured, but also in what exists. Even if it were possible to randomize the alleles at a single locus with respect to the rest of the
genome and thento measure the marginal fitnesses of the alternative
genotypes at thatlocus toan arbitrary level of accuracy, it would be
a useless occupation. Genes in populations do not exist in random
combinations with other genes. The alleles at a locus are segregating in a context that includes a great deal of correlation with the
segregation of other genes at nearby loci. The fitness at a single
locus ripped from its interactive context is about as relevant to real
problems of evolutionary geneticsas the study of the psychology of
individuals isolated from their social context is to an understanding
of man’s sociopolitical evolution. In both cases context and interaction are not simply second-order effects to be superimposed on
a primarymonadicanalysis.Contextandinteraction
are of the
essence.
,

